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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a fast procedure in processing hidden 
surface pictures with the output in vector form. The program has 
been written expressly for a Decsystem 10 and has performed 
successfully on three different installations.
The algorithm which is being used is a modification to the 
Watkins' Algorithm. Consequently, the program has inherited many 
key features which provide for speed, compactness, and flexibility.
v
INTRODUCTION
There has long been a need for a very fast hidden surface line 
drawing algorithm. At the University of Utah, Dr. Gary Watkins devel­
oped a very efficient continuous tone hidden surface algorithm which 
could be implemented in hardware to produce pictures at rates of 30 
frames per second. It turns out that with a few minor modifications, 
the same algorithm can be adapted to produce line drawings.
There were two requirements that had to be fulfilled: (1) A pro­
cedure had to be developed that would handle horizontal edges, since 
these were discarded during preframe processing and (2) Information 
would have to be extracted from the existing algorithm which could 
generate lines. It will be necessary to briefly explain Watkins'
Algorithm in order to understand the line drawing procedure more clearly.
WATKINS' ALGORITHM
Hidden surface pictures are processed by using a raster approach 
originally developed by the Ramney Hidden Surface Algorithm. The user 
is required to describe his objects in terms of polygons and associated 
edges. Preframe processing clips all of these edges so that they are 
within the view area, and then sorts them with respect to Y.
On any given scan line, pairs of edges that belong to the same 
polygon are linked together to form segments. For the current scan line, 
these segments are compared to determine which set of segments is visible.
2RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDGES AND SEGMENTS
From this point, the information is passed to a shader which produces 
the continuous tone for a visible segment. After a scan line has been 
completed, all segments are updated to the next scan line. Some minor 
sorting is performed at this time, due to exiting edges and new entering 
edges.
LINE DRAWING ALGORITHM
During preframe processing, all horizontal edges are saved in a 
free storage list with a pointer to the polygon to which they belong.
These horizontal edges are also sorted in Y. When the hidden surface 
algorithm comes up with a visible segment, this segment is checked to 
see if the polygon to which it belongs has a horizontal edge existing 
within the region of the visible span. One minor problem arises with 
this type of an approach. Preframe processing stores all edges so that 
the vertices lie between scan lines. Two polygons which shared the same 
horizontal edge were processed in a way that the hidden surface algo­
rithm physically separated the two polygons which led to the two dis­
played horizontal edges. In order to keep the sorting of these edges as 
simple as possible, a simple rule was formed: All horizontal edges are 
visible on the current scan line to which they really belong, and possibly 
on the previous scan line. Thus, when two polygons share an edge, the 
edge will be displayed twice, but the two lines will be coincident.
Since each segment is composed of a left and a right edge, it is 
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really visible on this scan line. Every time the hidden surface algorithm 
passes a visible segment over to the "shader," a counter in the segment 
block is incremented for the left or right edge of the segment, stating 
that the edge has been visible for "N" scan lines. Two conditions now 
arise stipulating when a line should be physically drawn. If the edge 
is exiting on this scan line, then draw. If the edge was visible on the 
previous scan line and not this scan line, then draw. Whenever an edge 
is drawn, the counter inside the segment block is cleared. The first time 
that an edge becomes visible, the starting point of the edge is stored so 
that the end point of the line is available. This holds true for edges 
which are intermittently visible. Following is a picture of the segment 
block.
Unfortunately, there are three minor flaws which exist as a result of 
letting the Watkins' Algorithm do the hidden surface processing.
It was stated earlier that preframe processing stores edges so that 
vertices lie between scan lines. Consequently, a line is drawn so that it 
extends from a point that lies between scan lines. The difficulty arises 
when two adjacent edges are visible on a scan line, but one of the edges 
crosses in front of the other edge on the next scan line. Drawing to the 
midpoint between scan lines results in lines extending a little over other 
edges. Fortunately, there is enough information available at this time to 
capture this problem and draw the correct line without overlap for edges 
that are visible on the previous scan line. Edges which enter for the 
first time run the risk of creating overlap. This problem could be handled 
by storing the previous scan line of information.
The second problem deals with intersection of surfaces. Since an 
imaginary edge exists at points of intersection, there does not exist 
a segment block where a counter could be incremented to specify that 
the edge of intersection has been visible. There are two solutions to 
this dilemma. Whenever an intersection is encountered by the "shader," 
it will display a dot. The second solution is to create a segment block 
which contains similar edge information, and then process the line.
This would require some overhead in programming, but the aesthetics of 
the lines would be worth the effort.
The third problem deals with the resolution of the picture. The 
package which is distributed works with a resolution of 256 scan lines 
in Y. Thus, objects may look a little distorted when displayed, due to 
the perspective transformation and roundoff to the scan line. The user 
can compensate for this by changing the source code so that the resolu­
tion is greater. Computation time will increase linearly. In file 
FSTLIN.F4, change BUCKY(0/255), HBUCKY(256) to BUCKY(0/1023), HBUCKY(1024) 
and in file EDGLIN.MAC, change YRESOLUTION=256 to YRESOLUTIC>N=1024, if 
the user wishes to increase the Y resolution to 1024. Increasing the 
resolution will also decrease the amount of overlap when edges cross.
There is no point in making the resolution greater than the resolution 
of the display device.
There are a number of very useful features concerning the hidden sur­
face line drawing algorithm. Since the program works on a low resolution, 
very little time is devoured in processing a picture. Pictures containing 
1000 edges take about 15 seconds of CPU time on a Decsystem 10. Time­
sharing users don't have to wait very long for a picture to be processed.
Code and data for the algorithm require about 2000 words of memory. 
Consequently, the program will do little page faulting during execution.
i.O(i *
Each edge requires four words of memory from the free storage list, thus 
permitting complex pictures to reside in a very limited area when core is 
at a premium.
Perhaps the modification of the Watkins' Algorithm was not the most 
ideal approach to hidden surface processing for line drawings. However, 
it is believed that speed, compactness, and flexibility of the procedure 
will keep many users happy for the present.
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8Following is a brief explanation of how an edge is processed. The 
data describing the end point is stored into working registers. This 
data is then clipped to the four planes of the cone of vision (Z = Y,
Z = -Y, Z = -X, Z = X). The processed edge is checked to see if it lies 
within the cone of vision. If the edge is visible and not a horizontal, 
then the data for the edge is packed into a four word block for hidden 
surface processing.
9This page defines the registers which are used inside the routine 
EDGMAK. It should be noted that accumulators are not saved, with the 
exception of AC7. All arithmetic is performed in ACO, AC1, and AC2, 
while indexing is performed in AC3, AC4, AC5, and AC6. The only sub­
routines external to EDGMAK are IFIX, VECTO, MOVETO, and GETVAR, which 
returns a block from free storage. There are three entry points to 
this routine: EDGMAK, POLMAK, and INTCLP. Data is passed over in 
global areas FREE, SCOPE, CLIP2, CLIPH, CLIP3, EYES, and COLOUR. Data 
is sent out to the world via global areas INTENS, and FREE.
T I T L E  EDGMAK  
E N T R Y  E D G M \ K , P O L M A K , I N T C L P  
E X T E R N  I  r  I  X , F R E E  , G E T V A R , SCOP E  
E X T E R N  C L I P 2 , C L I P H , C L I P 3
Y r t E S 3 L U n C H = ~ D 2 5 6  1 CHANGE T H I S  NU M3 E R  I F  MORE
; h R E C I  S I O N  D E S I R E D  I N  Y D I R E C T I O N . KE EP TO A POrtER OF T r t J .  o l ? , l 0 2 4 ,  
*  * 0 4 8
P O L Y P I i  Z  ! POL Y GON TO A H I C H  T H I S  EDGE BELONGS
F L A G S  =  7 I THE F O L L O W I N G  T H I R T E E N  F L A G S  r t I L L  BE S T O R E D  I N  A C 7
A L = 4 0 0 0 0 0  ; C O U N T E R  FOR T O P  L E F T  CORNER
\  R = 2 0 0 0 0 0  | C O U N T E R  FOR T O P  R I G H T  CORNER
3 L = I  0 0 0 0 0  t C O U N T E R  FOR BOTTOM L E F T  CORNER
3 R = 4 0 0 0 0  I C O U N T E R  FOR BOTTOM R I G H T  CORNER
H U = 2 0 0 0 0  ; C O U N T E R  FOR TOP W I N D O n
H D = I  0 0 0 0  I  C O U N T E R  FOR BOTTOM r f l NDCM
H L = 4 0 0 0  ; C O U N T E R  FOR L E F T  WI NDOW
4 R = 2 0 0 0  5 C O U N T E R  FOR R I G H T  r t l NDOr t
X T = I  0 0 0  ; POLY GON P A S S E S  ON T H E  R I G H T  OF O R I G I N
Y V = 4 0 0  ; POLY GON P A S S E S  ON T O P  OF O R I G I N
Z N = 2 0 0  ; POLYGON P A S S E S  I N  F R O N T  OF O R I G I N
i D H U = I  0 0  I H O L D U . O R . H O L D D
C XF = 4 0  ; C X = 0  I S  T R U E  F L A G
: x = C L I P 2  ; X C O E F F I C I E N T  OF P L A N A R  E Q U A T I O N
C Y = C L I P 2 + I  I Y  C O E F F I C I E N T  OF P L A N A R  E Q U A T I O N
0 Z = C L l P 2 + 2  i Z  C O E F F I C I E N T  OF P L A N A R  E Q U A T I O N
0 D = C L  I P 2 + 3  ; C O N S T A N T  I N  PL A N A R  E Q U A T I O N  .
C O L O R = C L I P 2 + 4  I C O L O R  OF POLYGON
i P R I O R I T Y = C L I P 2 + 5  ; P R I 0 R I T Y  OF POLYGON ( 0 - 1 5 )
H I O = C L I P H + 3  I N T E N S I T Y  C OMPONEN T  
X P T 1 = C L I P 3  |  X B E G I N
/ P T I = C L I P 3 + I  ; Y B E G I N
Z P T 1 = C L I P 3 + 2  I Z  B E G I N  .
NP TI  = C L I P 3 + 3  U N T E N S I T Y  B E G I N  
X P T 2 = C L I P 3 + 4  | X  END  
i P T 2 = C L I P 3 + 5  | Y  END  
Z P T 2 = C L I P 3 + 6  i Z  END  
.< P T 2 = C L I P 3 + 7  l  I N T E N S I T Y  END  
L A S E D G = C L I P 3 + I  0  | L A S T  EDGE F L A G  
X R *  Z  I X  R E S O L U T I O N
YR«  Z ! Y R E S O L U T I O N
3 U C K Y = 5 C 0 P E  I Y  B U CKE T  S O R T  ARRAY
H j UCKY =  S C O P E + Y R E S O L U T I O N  I  H O R I Z O N T A L  EDGE BUCKET S O R T  ARRAY
v x « BLOCK 10  »X V E R T I C E  ARRAY
\ / Y i BLOCK 1 0 I Y V E R T I C E  ARRAY
VZ » BLOCK 1 0  I Z V E R T I C E  ARRAY
Y X = 3 I I N D E X P O I N T E R  FOR B E G I N  P O I N T
Y B=o * D I T T O
{  Z = 4 ; I N D E X P O I N T E R  FOR END P O I N T
Y E =6 ; D I T T O
T E  ><PX » Z I R E G I S T E R FOR C L I P P E D  X
T E ’APY* Z I R E G I S T E R FOR C L I P P E D  Y
T E / P Z « Z I R E G I S T E R FOR C L I  PP ED Z
» A L L  \  R I T H M E T I C  I S  P E R F O R M E D  I N  A C 0 , A C I , A C 2
: A C T - I 7 ARE NOT TO BE TOUC HED S I N C E  T H E Y  ARE U S E D  I N  T H E  C A L L E R
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INTCLP
INTCLP is responsible for initializing the appropriate flags for 
hidden surface processing. XR and YR are used in perspective scaling 
transformations. BUCKY and HBUCKY have to be filled with ones prior 
to each new frame.
AR
^  AL ^  HU
HL CONE OF VISION HR
HD BR
12
E X T E R N  c Y E S , I N T E N S  
L I S T M D = E Y E S + I  
I  T E N H  I = I N T E N S  
I T E N L J = I N T e . M S + l  
3 A C K G = I N T E N S + 2  
I FXI i 1000 
I F Y I *  Y R E S T L U T I O N  
I  B A C < = E Y E S + 3  
i 'Ei ' iH i  H = . - Y E S + 4  
f  b ' NL0 i ' <=EYE5+b  
I X = E Y E S +6 
I Y = E Y E S + 7  
l  I S T S T = F R E E + 3





S E T Z M  
MOVE  
C L R B U K i  SETOM  
SE TOM  
SO JG







MCI V EM 
MOVE  




A OJ  
MOVNS  
HRRM 






J R  A
I N T E N S I T Y  P A S S E D  TO A L G O R I T H M  
I I N T E N S I T Y  P A S S E D  TO A L G O R I T H M  
; BACKGROUND P E R C E N T A G E  
I R E S O L U T I O N  I N  X
» R E S O L U T I O N  I N  Y 
» BACKGROUND I N T E N  U S E D  BY PROGRAM  
• H I  I N T E N  U S E D  BY PROGRAM  
» LO I N T E N  U S E D  3Y PROGRAM  
»X R E S O L U T I O N  U S E D  BY H I D D E N  
i Y R E S O L U T I O N  U S E D  BY H I D D E N  
» A D D R E S S  OF F I R S T  EDGE BLOCK
9 0 ( 1 6 )
P I C T U R E #
P O L Y P T  I C L E A R  
L I 5 T S T  I C L E A R  
L I S T M D  I C L E A R  
I , I F Y I  
B U C K Y - I ( I )
H B U C K Y - I ( I )
I , C L R B U K  
I  FX J
P D L Y 3 0 N  P O I N T E R  
L I S T  S T A R T  A D D R E S S  




I F Y I
-1
YR
I F Y I
I Y
»IX_IF X1 — 1 
» X R _ 1 X * 2 5 6
I Y  R_I F Y 1/ 2
» I Y _ I F Y I - 1
Y R E S O L U T I O N
0,0
0,0
DRAW4 * - I  
I N T E N S + 3  
- 7
D R A A 2  
I N  T E N S + 4  
-7
DRAW3 - 
1 6 , ( 1 6 )
I G E T  I T
FOR 2 5 6 ,  - 2  FOR b l 2 ,  - 3  
; G E T  X S C R E E N  S I Z E




POLMAK clears the clipping flags and increments the polygon count. 
These macros perform some simple algebraic manipulations. The Y inter­
section is basically: TEMPY=ALPHA*DY+VY in the case of clipping to the 
plane Z = Y . The X intersection is: TEMPX=ALPHA*DX+VX in the case of 
clipping to the plane Z = Y.
P J L M A K  * Z
AGS P O L Y P T
S E T Z M  F L G L O C #  ; C L E A R  C L I P P I N G  F L A G S
J R A 1 6 , ( 1 6 )




D E F I N E  T I X 0 R T 2  ( A )  t P E R F O R M S  f l . X Q H . r 2
< M J V E  T l
XQtf  T 2
J U M P G E  A> I JUMP I F  EDGE D I D  NOT CROSS
D E F I N E  C L I P P E R  ( D E L  I t f M P I , BEG I , D E L 2 , T M P 2 , 3 E G 2 t
< J S R  A L P H A  * G E T  T H E  A L P H A
I N T S C T  D E L I , T M P I , 3 E G I
M O V ' C  1 , ' f E M P Z
I N T S C T  D F L 2 , T M P 2 , 3 E G 2 >
D E F I N E  I N T S C T  < D E L T A , L O C , B E G I N )
< MQVE I , D E L T A
MUL 1 , 0
ASHC 1,1
ADD 1 , BEG I N
MOVEM I , L O O  * L O C » D E L T A * A L P H A + B E G I N
A L P H A *  Z i T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  A L P H A
MOVE 2 , T I
SUB 2 , T 2
MOVE T l
S E T Z  1 ,  ■
AS HC 0 , - 1
D I V  0 , 2
J R S T  3 A L P H A  » A L P H A = T I / ( T 1 - T 2 )





SLOPE evaluates the expression: SLO=(BEGVALUE-ENDVALUE)/DELTAY. 
BEGPNT evaluates the expression: BEG=STARTVALUE+SLOPE/2.
CORNER is responsible to evaluate the X, Y, and z value at a 
corner when a polygon wraps around said point. The planar equations 
are used in this case. VX=CD/(CX-CY-CZ) where -X = Z = Y. Consequently, 






D E F I N E  
< S L O P  E 
3 E G P N T  
D E F I N E
< i h v e
S U 3
I D I  V
MOVEM
D E F I N E





D E F I N E
<MQVN
MOVE
O P S R I
O P E R 2




M O V ' 3
M O V ' C
D E F I N E
< I R P  A ,
MOVEM
D E F I N E
< F J R X Y Z
D E F I N E






D E F I N E
<M J V E
J U M P L
L O D T M P
J R S T
L O J T M P
S L OB EG ( S T A R T , B E G V A L , I S L J P E , E N D )
I S L O P E , E N D , S T A R T  
3 E G V A L , S T A R T >
S L O P E  ( S L O , E N D , B E G )  I E V A L U A T E S  S L J P E
BEG 
END
2 1 A C 2  HAS D E L T A Y  
SL O>
9 E G P N T  ( B E G , S T A R T )  I D E T E R M I N E S  B E G I N N I N G  V A L U E
0 , . + 2  I  S K I P  I F  S L O P E  P O S I T I V E
0
0 , - 1  1 ADD H A L F  OF T H E  S L J P E  
0 , S T A R T  
0 , BEG>
CORNER ( A , O P E R I , 0 P E R 2 , B , C )
2 , CD  
1 , C X  
1 , CY




VX + A 
V Y + A  
V Z + A >
F O R X Y Z  ( A , B , C )
< MOVE V ' A - I ( C )
V ' A + B - I >>
T H N S F R  ( A , B )
< X , Y , Z > , A , B>
L ODTMP ( A )  I L O AD S  T E M P O R A R Y  V A L U E S  I  N T J  V E R T I C E  ARRAY  
T E MP X  
V X + A
T E M P Y  '
V Y + A
T E M P Z
V Z + A >
S T U F F  ( A , % B )  I  D E T E R M I N E S  rUHI CH END P O U T  T J  S T U F F  I N  






PERSP performs the perspective transformation. The equation is: 
PERS=(VAL*RES)/ZVAL+RES where VAL may be either X or Y .  RES was calcu­
lated inside INTCLP. Note that if the user specified the X resolution 
to be 1024, the RES would be 512*511. Consequently, the use of double 
precision arithmetic was used so that the user could provide X and Y  
values up to 2**35-1.
ZINVRS performs a 1/Z operation, where 1 is essentially 2**30-l.
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D E F I N E  DU BST R ( A . B )
< M3 V E M  I , V ' A + B  ?S T OR E  E N D P O I N T  I N T O  F O R K I N G  R E G I S T E R  
MOVEM l , V ' A + B + 2 >
D E F I N E  S T O R E Z  ( A , B )  .
<M J V E  1 , A
D U BS T R Z ,  3 >  -
D E F I N E  S T O R X Y  ( A , 8 , C )  '
< MGVE I , A
D U B S T R  B , C>
D E F I N E  P E R S P  ( P E R S , V A L , R E S ,  Z V A L ) i P E R S P E C T I V E  TRA ^SFORM A f  I J N
<MGVE V A L
MUL RES
D I V  Z V A L
ADD RES
MOVEM P E R S >
D E F I N E  Z I N V R S  < P E R S , Z V A L )  I  I N V E R S E  Z V A L U E
c H R L J I  7 7 7 7
S K I P G  I , Z V A L  I S K I P  I F  Z I S  S T R I C T L Y  P O S I T W E  
M O V E I  1 , 1  
I D I  V 0 , 1  
MOVEM P E R S >
19
. EDGMAK
The calling program passes the begin point X, Y, z and end point 
X, Y, z. These numbers are stuffed into working registers called VX,
VY, VZ. Locations 1 and 2 of these registers contain the initial values; 
locations 3 and 4 contain the clipped values; 5 and 6 retain the most 












b ' J GMAKi  Z
MOVEM 7 , A C 7 #
MOVE F L A G S ,  F L G L O C  ' _
I T H E  F '3LL0.i l  I N G  C 3 D E  P L A C E S  T H E  B E G I N  AND END P O I N T S  OF T H E  
; EDGE I N T O  F O R K I N G  R E G I S T E R S .  D X , D Y , D Z , D N  ARE T H E  D I F F E R E N C E S  
; J F  T H E  B E G I N  AND END P O I N T S .
S T O R X Y X P T 1 , X , 0
S T Ot f X Y X P T 2 , X , 1
S T O R X Y Y P T 1 , Y , 0
S T O R X Y Y P 1 2 , Y ,  1
S T 3 R E Z Z P T I  , 0
S T O R E Z Z P T 2 , 1
M O V E I Y B ,  1
MOVE I Y E ,  2
D I F F E R D X # , V X + 1 , VX
D I F F E R D Y # , V Y + I , VY
D I F F E R D Z # , V Z + 1 , VZ
S E T Z M T 3 #
S E T Z M T 4 #

22
; H I S  PAGE OF CODE P E RF ORMS T H E  C L I P P I N G  A T  T H E  F J U R  P L A N E S  
; OF T H E  COME V I S I O N .  THE ORDER OF C L I P P I N G  I S  Z = Y , Z = - Y , Z = < , Z = - X . 
D I F F E R  T I # , V Z , V Y  
D I F F E R  T 2 # , V Z + 1 , V Y + I  
T I X D R T 2  P 2 3
C L I P P E R  D Y , T E M P Y , V Y , D X , T E M P X , V X , EM 
S T U F F  P 2 6  
P 2 6  * MQVN T E M P Z  
C A ML E  T E MP X
T R C  F L A G S , AL  ?COMP A B O V t L E F T  C O U N T E R  I F  EDGE C R J S
* * E D
MGVM T E MP X  
CAMG T E M P Z
TRC F L A G S , H U  »COMP H O L D U P  I F  EDGE C R O S S E D  r f l N D J N
P 2 3 *  SUM T l , V Z , VY
SUM T 2 , V Z + I ,  V Y + I
T I X O R T 2  P 3 3  '
C L I P P E R  D Y , T E M P Y , V Y , D X , T E M P X , V X , N M  
SUM T l , V Z + 2 , V Y + 2  
SUM T 2 , V Z + 3 ,  V Y + 3  
T I X O R T 2  P 3 6  
ST ' J F F  P 3 6  
P 3 M  MOVE TEMPZ  
CAMGE T E M P X
I R C  F L A G S , B R  I COMP B L O N R G H T  C O U N T E R  I F  EDGE CROSS
x * o
MOVM T E M P X  
CAMG T E M P Z
T R C  F L A G S , H O  »COMP HO L D D. i N  I F  EDGE CROS S 13 3 0  T . i I N
r* 3 3  t D I F F E R  T I , V Z , V X
D I F F E R  T 2 , V Z + I ,  V X +  I 
T I X O R T 2  P 4 3
C L I P P E R  D X , T E M P X , V X , D Y , T E M P Y , V Y , E M  
D I F F E R  T I , V Z + 2 , V X + 2  
D I F F E R  T 2 , V Z + 3 , V X + 3  
T K O R T 2  P 4 6  
* 0 5  T 4
S T U F F  P 4 6  ■
P 4 5 J  MOVE T E M P Z  
CAMG T E M P Y
T R C  F L A G S , A H  I C O M P  A B O V E R I G H T  I F  E X i E  C R O S S E D
R 4 3 1 SUM T I , V X , VZ
SUM T 2 , V X + I , V Z + I  
T I X 0 R T 2  P b 8
C L I P P E R  D X ,  T E M P X ,  V X , D Y , T E M P Y ,  V Y , N M  
SUM T l , V X + 2 , V Z + 2  
SUM T 2 , V X + 3 , V Z + 3  
T I X 0 R T 2  P 5 6  
AOS T 3  
S T U F F  P b 6 
P o 5 t  MOVN TEMPZ  
CAML T E M P Y
T R C F L A G S , B L  I C O M P  B E L O r t L E F T  C O U N T E R  I F  EDGE C R 0 ‘
* * E D
~ L
Once all the clipping has been performed, a check is made to see 
if the edge lies within the window. If it does, then additional checks 
must be made to see if the processed edge crossed either the left or 
right window boundary. If so, then store the clipped value into either 
location 4 (right) or 5 (left) of the V* register. If this is an even 





P 6 4  *
P66 i
P 6 ^ s 




MOVM V Y + 2
CAMLE V Z + 2
J R S T P 7 b
MOVM V X + 2
C A ML E V Z + 2
J R S T P 75
MOVE I Y B ,  3
MOVN V Z + 2
CAME V X + 2
MOVE I Y B , 4
MOVE T 3
JU MP G P 6 3
MOVE I Y E , 3
MOVE V Z + 2
CAME V X + 2
MOVE I Y E , 4
MOVE T 4
JUMPG P 7 0
M Q V E I Y X ,  3
M O ^ E I Y Z ,  4
MOVE I P 7 5
HRRM J U M P E R
J R S T P 9 0
T R C E F L A G S , H L
J R S T P 7 2
TR. ' I SFR 5 ,  YB
J R S T P 6 4
T R C E F L A G S , H R
J R S T P 7 4
T R X S F R 6 , YE
J R S T P 66
MOVE Y X , YB
MOVE I Y Z ,  5
M O V E I P 6 4
HRRM J U M P E R
J R S T P 9 0
MOVE Y X , YE
M O V E I Y Z ,  6
M O V E I P 66
HRRM J U M P E R
J R S T P 9 0
; JUMP I F  C L I P P E D  EDGE I S  O U T S I D E  r t l NDGrt  
t JUMP I F  C L I P P E D  EDGE I S  O U T S I D E  .VlHDOi' i
I  JUMP I F  EDGE C R O S S E D  L E F T  r t U D O r t
I  J U MP  I F  EDGE C R O S S E D  R I G H T  I N  DO <i
I  GO P R O C E S S  T H I S  EDGE
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If this is the last edge of the polygon, then all the clipping 
flags must be checked to see if an unclosed polygon currently exists. 
One of the pieces of information required is the intersection of the 
polygon with the X, Y, and 2 axis.
The flags are interrogated first to see if any processing need 
be done on the left side of the window, then similarly for the right 
side of the boundary.
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P 7 o :  S K I P L  LA-3EDG j S K I r '  I H  T H I S  I S  T H E  L A S T  i D G E  Or'  P J L Y J C L n
J R S T  P 9 8  ; N J T  L A S T  EDGE
T R N N  F L A G S , A L + F S L + A R  +  BR
J R S T  P 9 8  l J U M P  I F  A L L  E 0 G E 5  ARE P R O C E S S E D
T r H  E F L A G S , H U + H D
T R 3  F L A G S , H D H U  I  S E T  I F  H U . O R . H D  I S  T R U E
S K I  PM CX
T R O  F L A G S , C X F  ? S E T  I F  C X = 0  I S  T R U E
D E F I N E  P L M N T  ( A X I S , F L G >
<M. ) VE A X I S
XOR CD
J U M P G E  . + 2
1'RJ F L A G S , F L G >  t S E T  I F  F L A G  I N T E R S E C T S  l N  + A X I S
P L A I N T  C X , XT
P L A I N T  C Y , Y V
P L A I N T  C Z , Z N
T R C  F L A G S , - 1  ; C G M P L I M E M T  T H E  r tQRLD
I GROUND R U L E S  FOR T Y I N G  UP THE LOOSE E N D S *
; A " I  •• I M P L I E S  F A L S E
I A  " O "  I M P L I E S  T R U E
i t r n .n i m p l i e s  s k i p  i f  a  f a l s e
i T R N E  I M P L I E S  S K I P  I F  A TRUE
MG' / E !  Y X , 1
M 0 7 E I  Y Z , 2
TR.'J E F L A G S , H L
J R S T  P 8 0  t J UMP I F  N O T H I N G  TO BE DONE ON THE L E F T
M Q V E I  Y Z , 5
M O V E I  P 8 0
. HRRM J U M P E R
T R N E  F L A G S , A L
J k S T  . + 4
TR.JE F L A G S ,  YV
T R N E  F L A G S , B L
J R S T  P 8 3  ; C O N N E C T  T J  T O P L E F T
M O V E I  Y X , 2
J R S T  P 8 4  l C O N N E C T  TO B O T T O M L E F T
P 30»  TRNE F L A G S ,  HR
J R S T  P8 1  I J U MP I F  N O T H I N G  TO BE DCME Q i T H E  R I G H T
M 0 7 E I  Y X , I
M O V E I  Y Z , 6
M O V E l  P 8 I
HRRM J U M P E R
T R N E  F L A G S , A R
J R S T  . + 4
T R N E  F L A G S , Y V
T R N E  F L A G S , B R
J R S T  P 86  I C O N N E C T  T J  T O P R I G H T
M O V E I  Y X , 2
J R S T  P 88 ; C O N N E C T  TO B O T T O M R I G H T










F 3 1 *
F ?«
P 5 2  *
F 3 «
MOVE I Y X ,  1
M O V E I Y Z ,  2
MOV E l P 8 2
HRRM J U MP E R
T R M E F L A G S , H L
r  hi ,ni e F L A G S , A L + B L
J R S T P 8 2  l N O T H I N G TO C O N N E C T  ON T H E  L E F T
TRN E F L A G S , Z N
j r s t F 2
T R N E F L A G S  , H DHU
J R S T P 8 3  ? C O N N E C T T O T O P A N O B O T T O M L E F T
T R ME F L A G S , H D H U
J R S T P 8 2  I N O T H I N G TO C O N N E C T  JN T H E  L E F T
TR NN F L A G S , X T
T R N N F L A G S , C X F
J R S T P 8 3  t C O N N E C T TO T O P A N O B O T T O M L E F T
TRNN F L A G S , H R
J R S T P 9 8  l N O T H I N G TO C O N N E C T  ON T H E  L E F T
M O V E I Y X ,  1
M O V E I Y Z ,  2
M O V E I P 9 3
HRRM J U M P E R
T R N E F L A G S , AR+ BR
J R S T P 9 8  t N O T H I N G TO C O N N E C T  ON THE R I G H T
TRNE F L A G S , Z N
J R S T F 3
T RNE F L A G S , H D H U
J R S T P 86  1 C O N N E C T TO TOP ANDBOTTO.MR I G H T
T R N E F L A G S , H D H U
J R S T P 9 8  1 N O T H I N G TO C O N N E C T  ON T H E  R I G H T
T R N E F L A G S , X T
TRNN F L A G S , C X F
J R S T P 86 ?C O N N E C T TO T O P A N D B O T T O M R I G H T
J R S T P 9 8  ?N O T H I N G TO C O N N E C T  ON T H E  R I  3HT
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This sets up the code for the appropriate corner calculation.
When the program has arrived at P90, the end points of the edge 
to be processed are held in index locations YX and YZ. Perspective 
transformation yields O.LEQ.VX.LEQ.FRAMEX-1 and O.LEQ.VY.LEQ.FRAMEY.
The EXCH is performed to insure that V*+7 is the begin point 
(has the highest Y value).
HORZED makes up a horizontal edge block for the hidden surface 
algorithm. This edge is then entered in the HBUCKY list at the 
appropriate scan line on which it exists. It is also entered on the 





; rJPLEFT CORNER C A L C U L A T I O N  
P 8 3 »  CORNER 0 ,  F S B R , F S B R , N M , NM 
C A I N  Y Z  1 5  
J R S T  P 9 0  
t 3 0 T T 0 M L E F T  CORNER C A L C U L A T I O N  
P 6 4  » CORNER 1 , F A D R , F S B R , E M , N M  
J R S T  P 9 0  
l T O P R I G H T  CORNER C A L C U L A T I O N  , 
P 66 J CORNER 0 , F A D R , F A D R , E M , E M  
C A I N  Y Z , 6 
J R S T  P 9 0  
l 3 0 T O M R I G H T  CORNER C A L C U L A T I O N
P 8 3  * 
P 9 0  *
P 9 4 i
H O R Z E D *
CORNER
P E R S P
P E R S P
P E R S P
P E R S P
MOVE
J U M P L
Z I N V R S
Z I N V R S
M O V E I






J U M P E
MOV EM
S L O B E G




J R S T




















J R S T
1 , F S B R , F A D R , N M , E M
V X + 6 , V X - I ( Y X ) , X R , V Z - 1 ( Y X )  
V X + 7 , V X - I ( Y Z ) , X R , V Z - I ( Y Z )  
V Y + 6 , V Y - I ( Y X ) , Y R , V Z - I ( Y X )  
V Y +  / , V Y - I ( Y Z ) , Y R , V Z - I ( Y Z )  
0 , P I C T U R E  
0 , L I N M 0 D  
V Z + 6 , V Z - I ( Y X )
V Z + 7 , V Z - I ( Y Z )
Y X , 6 
Y Z , 7 
V Y +6 
V Y + 7  
Y X , YZ
2 , V Y ( Y X )
2 , V Y ( Y Z )
2 , H O R Z E D  
2 , D E L T A Y #
I J U MP  I F  V E CT O R MODE I S  S E T
I J U MP I F  H O R I Z O N T A L  EDGE  
I D E L T A Y _ V Y ( Y X ) - V Y ( Y Z )
V X ( Y Z ) , I X B E G # , I X S L # , V X ( Y X )
V Z ( Y Z ) , I Z B E G # , I Z S L # , V Z ( Y X ) 
I P R I O R I T Y  
6
I Z B E G  ? AD D P R I O R I T Y  T O  Z B E G I  
PACK  
2,2
1 6 , G E T V A R
2 » RE T UR N P O I N T E R  I N
2  I G E T
0 , P 0 L Y P T  
0 , FR E E - I ( 2 )
0 , V X ( Y X )
1 , V X ( Y Z )
0 , 1  U N S U R E
0 , 1  i X R I G H T
0,-11
0 , F R E E ( 2 )
1 , F R E E ( 2 )
1 , V Y ( Y X )
1 , J U M P E R  
0 , H B U C K Y - l ( I )
2 , H B U C K Y - I ( 1 )  
2 , H B U C K Y ( 1 )
0 , FR E E - I ( 2 )  
J U M P E R
BLOCK OF S I Z E  
t G E T  POLYGON  
I S T O R E  I T  
? G E T  X 
I G E T  X
X L E F T  I S  I N  ACO 
I S  I N  ACI  
i D R O P  F R A C T I O N A L  3 I T S  
I D I T T O
I S T O R E  X L  
I S T O R E  XR 
I G E T  SCAN  
I D O N ' T  DO 
I G E T  N E X T  
I C U R R E N T
AC 2  
2
P O I N T E R
AND
L I N E  .
I T  I F  SCAN L I N E  0  
P O I N T E R  
L I N E  .
I P R E V I O U S  L I N E  
I S T O R E  N E X T  P O I N T E R
PACK obtains a four word block from free storage. It then takes 
all the describing information of this edge and packs it into the four 
words according to the drawing below.
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P ACK»
J U M P E R » 
P 9 3 »
L I N M O D i
M O V E I  2 , 4  .
J S A  I 6 , G E T V A R
JU MP 3
J UMP 2
MOVE I X B E G
H R L  I X S L  t X S L O P E  GOES I N  T 0 P H A L F
MOVEM F R E E - 1 ( 3 )
MOVE I , I Z S L
L S H  1 , 6  ? PUSH T O  T O P  OF WORD
MOVE P Q L Y P T
L S H C  - 6  I P U T  LGM ORDER P Q L Y P T  I N  T O P  J F  ACI
MOVEM I , F R E E ( 3 )
MOVE I , I Z 3 E G
L S H  1 , 6  1 PUSH TO T O P  OF WORD
L S H C  - 6  I  P U T  H I G H  ORDE R P Q L Y P T  I N  TOP OF ACI
MOVEM 1 . F R E E + K 3 )
MOVE D E L T A Y
MOVE 4 , V Y ( Y Z ) I  G E T  Y
H R L  0 , 3 U C K Y - I ( 4 )  I G E T  N E X T  ED GE  P O I N T E R
MOVEM 3 , B U C K Y - I ( 4 )
MOVEM 0 , F R E E + 2 ( 3 )
J R S T  0
MOVEM F L A G S , F L G L O C  I S A V E  F L A G S
MOVE 7 ,  AC7  -
S E T Z M  V Z +6
J R A  1 6 , 0 ( 1 6 )
MOVE 2 ,  V X +6
ASH 2 , 1 1
J S  A I 6 , DR AW M
JU MP 2
J U MP V Y +6
MOVE 2 ,  V X + 7
ASH 2 , 1 1
J S A  I 6 , DRAWV
J U MP 2
J U MP V Y + 7
J R S T  J U M P E R
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CROSS
CROSS has the responsibility to see if two edges that are visible 
on a scan line cross on the next scan line. This subroutine will then 
determine the X point of intersection and draw the edge which is no 
longer visible. If everything seems to be in order, a flag is set in 
the segment block stating that the edge is visible on this scan line.
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£ Xi 'F.RN AL FR E E , M O V E T O , V E C T O ,  I N T E N S , C L P P E R  
I N T E R N A L  D R A W , D R A r t M , D R A r t V , S E T L I N , C R O S S  
c X T E R N A L  OLDE DG  
□ L D X I = J L D E D G  
J L D X 2 * 3 L D E D G + I  
□ L D S E G = O L D E D G + 2  
C R O S S *  Z
MOVE
SEEI CH ECK TO  
2 , * i 3 (  16)
AOJ 2 ,
T R Z  2 , 7 7 7 7 7 0
MOVE I f * t 2 ( l 6 )
ADD I , C L P P E R + 1  2
MOVE F R E E - I ( I )
T R Z  7
I  OR 2
MOVEM F R E E - K I )
MOVE 1 , 4 1 ( 1 6 )
MOVE 2,1
ADD I ,CLPPER+1 2
MOVE 3,FREE- I ( I )
MOVEM 3,VX+6





S K I  PA
I F  EDGE S CROSS  
* G E T  I Y
* ONL Y N E E D  LOW B I T S
I G E T  T H E  S E T L I N  
I MASK I Y + I  I N T O  r fORD
* G E T  C U R R E N T  X 
□ L D X I  I N  F R O N T ?
BE R I G H T  EDGE  
I G E T  Y L E F T
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When the program is at this point, everything is guaranteed that 
the two edges do, in fact, cross. The Z value for both of the edges 
must be calculated for the two edges at the point of crossing to deter­




HRRE F R E E - 4 ( 1 ) I G E T  Y R I G H i '
J UMP E C t f S X I T ; JUMP I F  EDGE E X I T E D
MG' /E 5 , 4 0 i  1 6 ) I G E T  P R E V I O U S  X
MOVE 6 , 5
SUB 6 , O L D X 2
SUB 5 , 3
S U 3 5 , J L D X 2
ADD 5 , G L D X 1
D I V 6 , 5 ; A C 6_ ( N E r t X 2 - N £ r f X I  ) / ( O L D X l - G L D X 2 '
ASH 6 , - 2 1 ? G E T D E L T A
MOVE O L D X I
S I B O L D X 2
MUL 0 , 6
ASHC 0 , 2 1
ADD 0 L D X 2 I G E T X PGI i MT  AT C R O S S I N G
H L r i Z 1 ,  G L D S E G
ADD 1 , GL DS EG
MOVE 2 , FR E E + 4 ( 1) I G E T  Z S L G P E  FOR O L D E D J E
MUL 2 , 6
ASHC 2 , 2 1
MOVE 3 , F R E E + 3 ( 1 ) I G E T  Z FOR G L D E D G E
SUB 3 , 2 I G E T Z  AT C R O S S I N G  FOR G L D E D G E
MOVE 1 , 9 1  ( 1 6 )
ADD . 1 , C L P P E R + 12
MOVE 4 , F R E E + 4 ( 1 ) I G E T  Z S L O P E  FOR C U R R E N T
MUL 4 , 6
ASHC 4 , 2 1
MOVE 2 , F R E E + 3 ( 1) I G E T  Z FOR C U R R E N T  EDGE
SUB 2 , 4 I G E T L  AT  C R O S S I N G  FOR C U R R E N T
CAMG 2 , 3
J R S T CR S CU R 1 DR Art C U R R E N T  EDGE
H L R Z 7 , G L D S E G
C A I E 7 , 3
SOJ 7 ,
ADD 7 , G L D S E G I G E T  A D D R E S S  FGR OLDEDG,
J R S T D R r t C R S - 2
MOVE 7 , 3 1 ( 1 6 )
C A I E 7 , 3
SOJ 7 ,
ADD 7 , C L P P E R + 1 2 I G E T  A D D R E S S  FGR C J R H H N
HR RZ 4 ,  F R E E + 7 ( 7 )
J U ^ P E 4 , C R S X I T - 1 l J U M P  I F  A L R E A D Y  DRAWN
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DRAW
DRWCRS gets the X and Y point of intersection for drawing purposes.
A YOFFSET value must be calculated since the intersection occurred be­
tween scan lines. The end point of the edge is extracted from the segment 
block and the line is completely drawn.
Subroutine DRAW has the responsibility to draw the line for an 
edge which has exited or was completely visible on the previous scan 
line. Note that half of the slope is added so that the line will be 
defined as existing between scan lines.
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U r t C R S *
! ) k A>V5 *
C R S X I T  *
row Art*
D r t A X I T *  
~ L
MOV EM 7 , V Y +6
MOVE 4 ,  ® 3 ( 1 6 ) X G E T  Y
HR RZ 1 , OR A r t 3
MOV S I 5 , 1
SUB 5 , 6
I M U L 1 f 5
HR RZ 2 , DRAH4
HRRM 2 , D t f A H 5
ASH 1 , 0
A D D I 1 , 4 0 0 0 0 0 JADD 1 / 2  AND ROUND
H L RZ M 1 , V Z + 6  1 S T O R E Y O F F S E T
J S  A 1 6 ,  D R A M
J UMP 0
J U MP 4
MOVE 7 , V Y + 6
H L R Z 3 , F R E E + 7 ( 7 )
ASH 3 ,  1 1
HR RZ 4 , F R E E + 7  ( 7 ) ‘ ' few M t l  ' '
ASH 4 , - 3
S E T Z M V Z +6
S E T Z M F R E E + 7 ( 7 )
J S  A 1 6 , DRArtV
J U MP 3
J U MP 4
MOVE 3 , V X +6
MOV EM 3 . 0 L D X 1
MOVE 0 0 ( 1 6 )
MOV EM 0 L D X 2
MOVE C L P P E R + 1 2
HRL 9 1 ( 1 6 )
M 0  V E M O L D S E G
J R A 1 6 , 4 ( 1 6 )
Z I DRArt  A L I N E  FROM H I D D E N  L I N E  BOX
S E T Z M V Z +6
MOVE 1 , 4 2 ( 1 6 )
ADO 1 , C L P P E R + 1 2
H L R Z 3 , F R E E - 1 ( 1 ) ? G E T  X
ASH 3 ,  1 1
HR RZ 4 , F R E E - 1 ( 1 ) I G E r  Y
J U M P E 4 , DRAX I T ?D O N ' T  DR Art I F  A L R E A D Y
ASH 4 , - 3
S E T Z M F R E E - I  ( 1 ) 1 C L E A R  L I N E  DATA
J S A l 6 , DHAr f M
J U MP 3
J U MP 4
MOVE 1 , 4 1 ( 1 6 )
ADD 1 , C L P P E R + 1 2
MOVE 3 , F R E E - I ( 1 ) ?GET X S L O P E
S K I P G E 3
AO J 3 ,
ASH 3 , - 1
ADD 3 , $ 0 ( 1 6 ) * ADD H A L F  THE S L O P E
MOVE 4 , < * 3 ( 1 6 ) 1 G E T  Y
J S A 1 6 , DRArtV
J U MP 3
J U MP 4
JRA 1 6 , 4 ( 1 6 )
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DRAWM - DRAWV - SETLIN
DRAWM and DRAWV expect the X value to be of the form (N,,M), 
where N is the integer part and M is the fractional part. This 
results in no loss in precision while scaling and drawing the line. 
The Y value is right justified in the word. DRAW4 makes certain that 
the line will not go outside of the specified window viewing area.
SETLIN is called when the hidden surface algorithm determines 
that the edge of a segment is visible for the first time. This sub­
routine will store the begin point of the edge for future reference 
when the line will be actually drawn. Note that half of the slope is 





0 R A W 2  i
D R A H 3 *  
DRAW4 *
DRAKESi 
S h i ' L I N i
z 1 S C A L E  DATA AND P O S I T I O N  BEAM
MO V E I 1 , MOVETO
j r s t DRAWI
z J S C A L E  DATA AND P A I W T  L I N E
M O V E I 1 , V E C T O
MOVE 3 , 3 0 ( 1 6 ) : G E T  X
I  MU L I 3 , 0  I S T O R E D 3 Y  DRARES
ASH 3 , - 2 4
MOVE 4 , 9 1 ( 1 6 ) I G E T  Y
AOJ 4 ,
I  MU L I 4 , 0  I S T O R E D 8 Y I N T C L P
ASH 4 , 0  ; S T O R E D 9Y I N T C L P
ADD 4 , V Z +6
CAML 3 , I N T E N S + 3
MOVE 3 , I N T E N S + 3 I R E S E T  X
CAML 4 , I N T E N S + 4
MOVE 4 , I N T E N S + 4 1 R E S E T  Y
J S A 1 6 , ( 1 )  I C A L L  MOVETO OR V E C T O
JUMP 3
J U MP 4
J R A 1 6 , 2 ( 1 6 )
Z 1 DETERM I N E  S C A L I N G  F A C T O R S
Z I ST OR E B E G I N  L O C A T I O N  OF L I N E
MOVE 2 , ^ 1 ( 1 6 )
ADO 2 , C L P P E R + 12
MOVN 3 , F R E E - 1 ( 2 )
S K I P G E 3
AOJ 3 ,
ASH 3 , - 1
ADD 3 , 9 0 ( 1 6 )
S K I P G O 3  I S K I P  I F : N O T  L E S S  THAI
S E T Z 3 ,
T  HZ 3 , 4 0 0
L S H 3 , 6  ; M A K E  ROOM FOR Y
I OR 3 , 3 3 ( 1 6 )
AOJ 3 ,
LSH 3 , 3
MOVE 1 , 9 2 ( 1 6 )
ADO 1 , C L P P E R + 12
MOVEM 3 , F R E E - I ( 1 )
JRA 1 6 , 4 ( 1 6 )
END
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OUTSTR - LDLPT - LDRPT - 
STLPT - STRPT - LOD2HF - 
STR2HF - MYMAXO - MYMINO
OUTSTR will output a string of text on the teletype using a TTCALL. 
This was implemented to avoid difficulty between FORTRAN I/O and SAIL 
I/O.
LDLPT, LDRPT, STLPT, and STRPT all perform half word transfers.
Note that the loading routines do a sign extend.
LOD2HF and STR2HF expect the arguments to be located at some address 
inside the array free. Note that L0D2HF expects the arguments to be at 
the address plus two. The reason is that the majority of the loads come 
from this address.
MYMAXO and MYMINO are similar to the FORTRAN functions, except that 
these functions work on two arguments.
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L D L P T *
l l m p t *
L G 0 2 H F J
T I T L E  U T I L I T Y  R O U T I N E S  FOR H I D D E N  S U R F A C E  P R O C E S S I N G  
I N T E R N A L  O U T S T R , L D L P T , L D R P T  , L O D 2 H F , M Y M A X O , M Y M I N O , S T L P T , S T  R P T , S T R 2 H F  
I N T E r i N A L  U N P A C K , X I  N T E R , Z V A L U E  
E X T E R N A L  F R E E , C L P P E R  
O U T S T R *  Z f T Y P E  OUT A MESSAGE  
T T C A L L  3 ,  ? 0 ( 1 6 )  
1 6 , 1 ( 1 6 )  
I  LOAD L E F T  H A L F  OF AR G2  I N T O  ARGI  
0 ,  -'11 ( I 6 ) 
0 ,  3 0 (  I 6 ) 
I 6 , 2 ( 1 6 )  
; LOAD R I G H T  H A L F  OF ARG2  I N T O  AR GI  
0 ,  si I ( I 6 ) 
0 ,  ( I 6 ) 
1 6 , 2 ( 1 6 )  
; G E T  L E F T  AND R I G H T  H A L F  OF 3 R D  LOG OF F R E E  BLOC.< 
I , - ! 0 ( 1 6 )  
0 , F R E E + I ( I ) 
0 , ' J I  ( 1 6 )  
0 , F R E E + l ( I ) 
0 , S 2 ( 1 6 )  
1 6 , 3 ( 1 6 )  
; MA X V A L U E  OF 2 ARGS  
9 ( 1 6 )  ; G E T  1 S T  ARG 
4 1 ( 1 6 )  I S K I P  I F  . G E .  
9 1 ( 1 6 )  ; 2 N D  ARG W I N S  
1 6 , 2 ( 1 6 )  
I  M I N  V A L U E  OF 2 ARGS  
9 ( 1 6 )  I G E T  1 S T  ARG 
S I ( 1 6 )  I S K I P  I F  . L E .  
^1 ( 1 6 )  1 2 N D  ARG r f l N S  
1 6 , 2 ( 1 6 )  
I N T O  L E F T  H A L F
J R A  
0






J R A  
Z
MOVE  









J RA  
Z
MOVE  
C A ML E  
MOVE  
J R A  




S T R P T *  0
MOVE  
HRRM 
J R A  
S T R 2 H F *  Z 








T O  2 N D  ARG
Y U N O *
T O  2 N D  ARG
; S T O R E  ARGI  
0,i0(16)
0 , s l 1 ( 1 6 )
1 6 , 2 ( 1 6 )
I  S T O R E  ARGI
0,<J0( 16) 
0 , «tl ( 16)
1 6 , 2 ( 1 6 )
1 S T O R E  AR G2  AND A R G 3
1 , § 0 ( 1 6 )
2 , 1 1 ( 1 6 )
2 , F R E E - I ( 1 )
2 , $ 2 ( 1 6 )
2 , F R E E - 1 ( 1 )
1 6 , 3 ( 1 6 )
OF ARG2
I N T O  R I G H T  H A L F  OF ARG?
I N T O  L E F T  AND R I G H T  L O C S  J F  FRET
UNPACK
UNPACK extracts the data from the four word edge block created by 
EDGMAK and places the answers in specific locations in common area 
EDGARG.
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I  S U B R O U T I N E  U N P A C K ( E D G E P T , P Q L Y P T , D E L Y ,
; X 3 E G , X S L O P E , Z B E G , Z S L O P  E )
E X T E R N A L  EDGARG
~ D G E P T = E D G A R G  I P O I N T E R  TO EDGE BLOCK  
P O L Y P T = E D G A R G + 1  I  P O I N T E R  TO POLYGON  
) E L Y = E D G A R G + 2  I D E L T A  Y 
\ 5 L 3 P E = E D G A R G + 3  ; X S L O P E  OF EDGE  
L S L 0 P E = E D G A R G + 4  ; Z  S L O P E  OF EDGE  
U N P A C K *  Z
MOVE 2 ,  E D G E P T I E D G E P T
MOVE 0 , F R E E + 2 ( 2 )
HLREM 0 , E D G E P T I N E X T E D G  ( 1 3  3 I T S )
S E T Z o ,
MOVE 1 , F R E E + 1 ( 2 )
L S H C 6
MOVE 1 , F R E E ( 2 )
L S H C 6
H R L Z M 0 , P Q L Y P T 1 P O L Y P I  ( 1 2  B I T S )
H R R E 0 , F R E E + 2 ( 2 )
MOVEM 0 , D E L Y  I D E L Y
H r i L Z F R E E - 1 ( 2 )
L S H - I I  I M A K E 1 0  B I T  F R A C T I O N A L
MOVEM 0 , X L E F T  I X 3 E G ( 2 0  3 I T S )
H L L Z F R E E - 1 ( 2 )
ASH - I I  I M A K E 1 0  B I T  F R A C T I O N A L
MOVEM 0 , X S L Q P E I X S L O P E  ( 2 0  3 I T S )
MOVE F R E E + 1  ( 2 )
T L Z 7 7 0 0 0 0
ASH 10
MOVEM 0 , Z L E F T  I Z 3 E G ( 3 0  3 I T S )
MOVE F R E E (  2 )
T L Z 7 7 0 0 0 0
T L N E 4 0 0 0
T L O 7 7 0 0 0 0
ASH 10
MOVEM 0 , Z S L O P E 1 Z S L O P E  ( 3 0  3 I T S )
J R A 1 6 , ( 1 6 )
XINTER
When the hidden surface algorithm has determined that two poten­
tially visible segments are intersecting, XINTER will evaluate the X 
value. A subroutine was used for this purpose, since the arithmetic 
resulted in numbers containing 50 bits and thus created the need for 
using fractional operators.
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L A L = C L P P E R  
L AH = C L P P E R +  I 
{ C L = C L P P E R + 2  
Z C R = C L P P E R + 3  
X L C L I P = C L P P E R + 4  
X R I G H T = C L P P E R + 5  
X L E F T = C L P P E R +6 
Z R I G H T = C L P P E R + 7  
Z L E F T = C L P P E R + I  0 
X R C L I P = C L P P E R + 1 
L S = C L P P E R + I  2 
X A ^ X L = C L P P E R + 17  
; ***






SL R  
MUL 
























L E F T  OF L I N E  A 
R I G H T  OF L I N E  A 
L E F T  OF L I N E  C 
R I G H T  OF L I N E  C
L E F T  OF P O I N T  B E I N G  C L I P P E D  TO  
V A L U E  OF NEW L I N E  A 
V A L U E  OF I'JEiV L I N E  A 
V A L U E  OF NEN L I N E  A 
V A L U E  OF NEN L I N E  A 
1 I X  R I G H T  OF P O I N T  B E I N G  C L I P P E D
I P R E V I O U S  L I N E  C ( S E G P T , X L , XR , Z L ,  ZR )
1 P O I N T  OF I N T E R S E C T I O N  OF L I N E  A AND J
Z NUMBERS ARE 3 0  B I T S ,  X NUMBERS ARE 2 0  3 I T S  * * *  
I T H I S  R O U T I N E  C O M P U T E S  T H E  I N T E R S E C T I O N  OF A AND C
2 , Z C L
2 , Z A L  '
2 , Z C R  
2 , Z A R
0 , Z A R  ' "
0 , Z C R  
0 , X L C L I P  
0,2 
4  , Z A L  
4 ,  Z C L  
4 , X R C L I P  
4 , 2  
0 , 4
X L C L I P  
X L C L I  P 
X R C L I P  
X R C L I P  
0 , X A MX L
( Z A R - Z C R ) - X R C L I P * ( Z A L - Z C L ) ) / ( Z C L - Z A L - Z C R + Z A R )
16,(16)
I I S  X I N T E R S E C T I O N  
I Y E S
I I S  X I N T E R S E C T I O N
L E S S  THAN X L C L I P ?  
G R E A T E R  THAN X R C L I P ?
ZVALUE
Subroutine ZVALUE performs the arithmetic formally described as 
the clipper in the Watkins' Algorithm. Given a X left clip point and 
a X right clip point, this routine evaluates the Z values for two 




/ . V A L U E  i Z ; T H I S  R O U T I N E  CO M P U T E S  Z A L ,  ZAR , Z C L ,  ZC- i
MOVE 0 , Z L E F T
SUB 0 ,  Z  R I G H T
MOVE 2 , X L C L I P
SUB 2 ,  X R I G H T
MOVE 4 t X L E F T
SUB 4 , X R I G H T
MUL 2 , 0
D I V  2 , 4
ADO 2 , Z R I G H T
MOVEM 2 , Z A L
? Z A L = ( ( X L C L I P - X R I G H T ) * ( Z L E F T - Z R I G H T ) )  /  ( X L E F T - X R I G H f ) + Z S I G H T
MOVE 2 , X R C L I P
SUB 2 , X R I G H T
MUL 2 , 0
D I V  2 , 4
ADD 2 , Z R I G H T
MOVEM 2 , ZAR
; Z \ R  =  ( (  X H C L I P - X R I G H T )  * (  Z L E F T - Z R I G H T  ) ) / ( X L t F l ’- X R  I G H T  ) + Z R  I G H T
MOVE 0 , Z S + 3
SUB 0 , Z S + 4
MOVE 2 , X L C L I P
SUB 2 , Z S + 2
MOVE 4 , Z S + 1
SUB 4 , Z S + 2
MUL 2 , 0
D I V  2 , 4
AD. )  2  , Z S + 4
MOVEM 2 , Z C L
; Z C L =  ( (  X L C L I H - Z S ( 3 ) ) * ( Z S ( 4 ) - Z S ( 5 ) ) ) / ( Z S ( 2 ) - Z 5 ( 3  ) ) + Z S ( a )
MOVE 2 , X R C L I P
SUB 2 , Z S + 2
MUL 2 , 0
D I V  2 , 4
ADD 2 , Z S + 4
MOVEM 2 ,  ZCR
1 ZCH = ( X R C L I P - Z S ( 3  ) ) * ( Z S ( 4 ) - Z S ( 5 ) ) ) / ( Z S ( 2 ) - Z S ( 3  ) ) + Z 5 ( 5 )




INFREE - GETVAR - LSTSET - 
GETBLK - RETBLK
INFREE initializes the FREE array. The first argument is the 
number of locations which must be zeroed - four is the minimum. The 
second argument is the length of the free array. This value should 
be the same as the dimension of FREE in the user's program.
GETVAR gets a variable sized block from the array FREE. The 
first argument is returned to the user and is the index into the FREE 
array. The second argument is supplied by the user and is the length 
of the block that is desired.
LSTSET is used by the hidden surface algorithm. The remaining 
area inside FREE is broken into blocks of size N. These blocks are 
used as segment storage areas and are linked together.
GETBLK returns to the hidden surface algorithm a block of size 
N for storing of segment data.
RETBLK returns to free storage a block of segment data. This 
block is then available for future use.
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3 U R O U T I N E  I N F R E E (  I , L E N G T H )
C O M M O N / C O R E / F R E E S T , L E M , FR E E P T / F R E E / F R  EE ( I ) 
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R  ( A - Z )
I F ( I . L E . O ) G O  TO 2 
DO 1 K =  I , I 
F R E E (  ■<) = 0  
L E N = L E N G T H  
F R E E S T = I  +1  
RETURN'
END
S U B R O U T I N E  G E T V A R ( I N D E X , L E N G T H )
C O M M O N / C O R E / F R E E S T , L E N , F R E E P T  
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R  U - Z )
I N D E X = F R  E E S T  
FR E E S T = F R  E E S T + L E N G T H  
I F ( FR F E S T . L T . L E N ) RETURN  
C A L L  Q' JTSTR ( ' M A X  S T O R A G E ' )
C A L L  E X I T  
END
S U B R O U T I N E  L S T S E K N )
CO 4 M 3 N / C O R E / F R E E S T , L E N , F R E E P T / F R E E / F R  E E ( I ) 
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R  ( A - Z )
F R E E P T = 0  
i < = L E N - N +  I
I F ( K . L T . F R E E S T ) R  ETU RN 
F R F E P T = F R  EEST  
DO I I = F R E E S T , K , N  
M = I
F R E E ( I ) = I + N
FR E E ( M ) = 0  ‘
R E T U R N
EN ) ‘
S U B R O U T I N E  G E T 3 L K ( I N D E X )
C O M M O N / C O R E / F R E E S T , L E N , F R E E P T / F R F E / F R E E ( I ) 
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R  ( A - Z )
I F ( F H E E P T . E O . O ) G O  T O  I 
I N D E X = F R  F F P T  
F R E E P T = F R  E E ( F R E F P T )
RETURN
C A L L  O J T S T R ( 7 MAX S T O R A G E 7 )
C A L L  E X I T
END
S U B R O U T I N E  R E T B U < ( I N D E X )
C 0 M M 3 N / C Q R E / F R  E E S T , L E N , FR E E P T / F R  E E / F R  E E ( I ) 
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R  ( A - Z )
FR E E ( I N D E X ) = F R E E P T  
F R E E P T =  I N D E X  




Following is a description of the code used in solving the hidden 
surface problem. No attempt is going to be made to explain the reasons 
or theory behind the algorithm. If the reader is really curious, it is 
suggested he look into the references at the end of this report.
By the time HIDDEN is called, all the edges should have been clipped 
and stored into the FREE array. In addition to this, they should have 
been sorted in Y and entered into the bucket array. The initialization 
procedure consists of setting IY=FRAMEY and setting up the size of the 
segment blocks by calling LSTSET. At the beginning of each scan line, 
the program jumps to label 204 to get the first edge entering on the 
scan line. Label 210 is the location where the program keeps looping to 
pick up all edges entering on the current scan line.
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C
2 0 4  
2 10
C G E T  
~L
S U B R O U T I N E  H I D D E N
C O M M O N / S C O P E / B U C K Y ( 0 / 2 b b ) , H B U C K Y ( 2 5 6 ) , BB 
C O M M O N / C L P P E R / Z A L , Z A R , Z C L , Z C R , X L C L I P , X R I G H  T , X L E F T , Z R I G H  T
I , Z L E F T , X R C L I P , Z S ( 5 ) , XAMXR
C O M M O N / E D G A R G / E D G E P T , P G L Y P T , D E L Y , X S L O P E , Z S L O P E  
C O M M O N / F R E E / E D G E ( I )
C O M M G N / c Y E S / Q 1 ( 6 ) , F R A M E X , F R A M E Y  
C 0 M M G N / 0 L D E D G / 3 L D X I , 0 L D X 2 . G L D S E G  
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R  ( A - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  S E G ( I ) , S A M ( 4 )
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( E D G E , S E G )
I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N .
I Y = F R A M E Y  
C A L L  L S T S E T ( 1 3 )
S E G X S T = 0  
E D G E P T = B U C K Y ( I Y )
I F ( E D G E P T )  GO T O  2 4  2 
C A L L  UNPACK  
P O I N T E R  TO F I R S T  OF SEG L I S T  
S E G P T = S E G X S T  
P R E V = 0
S P L I T = . F A L S E .
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A block is retrieved from free storage and the edge information is 
stored into the segment as the left edge. The segment list is searched 
to see where the new segment block should be entered with respect to X. 
At times, a current segment block must be split into two segments, since 
the entering segment must be placed between the two edges.
Label 242 is where the scan line count is decremented and the scan 
processing begins. The XLEFT sample point (SAM(2)) is set to zero and 



















:  S T O R E  ED GE  DATA I N  SEG BLOCK.
C A L L  G E T B L K ( I )  -
S E G ( I + 2 ) = D E L Y * 2 6 2 1 4 4
S E G ( I +  I ) = P 3 L Y P T
S E G ( 1 + 3 ) = X L E F T
S E G ( I + 4 ) = X S L 0 P E  •
S E G ( I + 8 ) = Z S L O P E  
S E G ( 1 + 7 ) = Z L E F T  
S E G ( I +  I I ) = 0
GO SE A R C H  X S O R T  L I S T  T O  S E E  WHERE NErf  EDGE rt I L L  GO 
14 I F ( S E G P T . E Q . 0 ) G 0  T O 2 2 6
C A L L  L J D 2 H F ( S E G P T , Y E N D I , Y E N D 2 )
I E ! = X L E F T - S E G ( S E G P T + 3 )
T E 2 = X L E F T - S E G ( S E G P T + 5 ) *
I F ( P Q L Y P T . N E . ( S E G ( S E G P T + I ) . A N D . . N 0 T . 2 6 2 I 4 3 ) ) G J  TO 2 2 0  
I F ( Y E N D I . G E . 0 ) G 0  T O  221  
S E E  I F  E X I S T I N G  S E G M E N T  MUST  BE S P L I T  FOR NErt  EDGE  
I F ( T E 1 . L T . 0 ) GO T O  2 2 6
I F ( Y E N D 2 . G E . 0 . 0 R . T E 2 . G E . 0 . 0 R . S P L I T )  GO TO 2 1 9  
L O AD R I  G H T  EDGE OF S E G M E N T  I N T O  NErf  BLOCK  
S P L I T = . T R U E .
S E G ( I + b ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 5 )
S E G ( 1 + 6 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 6 )
S E G ( I + 9 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 9 )
S E G ( I  + 1 0 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 1  0 )
S EG ( I  + 1 2 ) = S  EG ( S EG P T+1 2 )
C A L L  S T R P T ( Y E N D 2 , S E G ( 1 + 2 ) )
C A L L  S T R P T ( 0 , S E G ( S E G P T + 2 ) )
19  P R E V = S E G P T
G E T  P O I N T E R  TO N E X T  S E G M E N T  BLOCK  
C A L L  L D R P K S E G P T , S E G ( S E G P T ) )
GO TO 2 14
2 0  I F ( Y E N D I . G E . 0 ) G 0  T O 221  
I F ( T E 1 ) 2 2 6 , 2 1 9 , 2 1 9
21 I F ( Y E N D 2 . G E . 0 ) 3 0  T O  2 1 9  .
I F ( T E 2 ) 2 2 6 , 2 1 9 , 2 1 9
2 6  S E G ( I ) = S E G P T  
I N S E R T  T H I S  NEri  S E GME N T  BLOCK 3ETrtEE.M E X I S T I N  S E G M E N T S  
I F ( PR E V . N E . 0 ) S E G ( P R E V ) =  1 
I F ( P R E V . E Q . 0 ) S E G X S T = I  
GO TO 2 1 0  
D E C R E M E N T  SCAN L I N E  COUNT  
4 2  I Y = I Y - l
I N T S C T = . F A L S E .
O L D X I = 0  
S E G S 2 = 0  
S E 3 L 2 = 0  
S A M ( 2 ) = 0  
S E G A C T = 0  
J E T  N E X T  L E F T  S A M P L E  P O I N T  
81 S A < (  1 ) = S A M ( 2 )  +  1 0 2 4
Z S ( 1 ) = 0  
FR DM=0
S E G P T = S E G A C T
S E G A C T = 0
E X T E N D = . T R U E .
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Due to edges entering and exiting, the X sort segment list must 
be updated so that all edges are linked together as segments belonging 
to polygons. This is one of the critical areas in the algorithm, since 
a great deal of time could be consumed in re-sorting the list. However, 
it turns out that an extremely small percent of the time is spent here, 
since a picture changes very little between scan lines.
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i 0  1 I F  ( 5  E GF T • “ 0  • 0 )  GG I  u  3 0  4
N E X T = S E G ( S E G F T + 1 ) . A N D . 2 6 2 I 4 3  
X L £ F T = 3 E G ( S E G P T + 3 ) - S E G (  S E G P T + 4 )
X K I G H T = S E G ( S E G P T + 5 ) - 3 E G ( S E G P T + 6 ) 
Z L E F T = S E G ( S E G P T + 7 ) - S E G ( S E G P T + 3 )
Z R I G H T = S E G ( S E G P T + 9 ) - S E G ( S E G P T + I 0 )
I  F ( XR I G H T - S A M ( I ) - 3 4 5 , 3 4 5 , 3  I 5  
3 0 4  S E G P T = S E G X 3 T
I F ( S E G P T . E 0 . 0 ) G 0  TG 3 5 0  
G RE T UR N TO F R E E  L I S T  I F  BLOCK I S  EMPT Y  
I F ( S E G ( S E G P T + 2 ) . N E . 0 ) GO T O  2 3 5  
C A L L  L D r i P T (  S E G X S T , S E G (  S E G P T  ) )
C A L L  R E T B L K ( S E G P T )
GO TO 3 0 4
^ 3 d  I F ( S E G ( S E G P T + 2 ) . L T . O ) G O  T O  2 3 6
C : / OVE R I G H T  EDGE OF S E G M E N T  TO L E F T  EDGE OF S E G M E N T  
C A L L  S T R 2 H F ( S E G P T + 2 , S E G ( S E G P T + 2 ) , 0 )
S E G ( S E G P T + 3 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 5 )
S E G ( 3 E G P T + 4 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 5 )
S E G ( S E G P T + 7 ) = S  E G ( SEGP T+ 9 )
S E G ( S E G P T + 3 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + I  0 )
S E G ( S E G P T + I I ) = S E G ( S E G P T + I 2 )
2 3 6  C A L L  L 0 P P T ( Y E N D 2 , S E G ( S E G P T + 2 ) )
I F  ( Y E N D 2  . L I ' . 0  ) GO TO 3 0 5
P O L Y P I = S E G ( S E G P T + 1 ) . A N D . . N O f . 2 6 2 1 4 3  
C A L L  L D R P T ( N E X T , S E G ( S E G P f ) )
2 3 7  I F ( NEX T . E Q . 0 ) GG T O  2 4 1
I F ( ( 3 E G ( N E X T + I ) . A N D  . . N O T . 2 6 2 1 4 3 ) . N E . P O L Y P I ) G O  T O  2 3 9  
C A L L  L D L P T ( Y E N D I , S E G ( N E X T + 2  ) )
I F  ( Y E N D I . G E . O )  GO TO 2 3 8  
C MOVE L E F T  EDGE OF SE GME N T  I 'O R I G H T  EDGE OF SE GME N T  
C A L L  S T R P T ( Y E N D I , S E G ( S E G P T + 2 ) )
C A L L  S r L P T ( 0 , S E G ( N E X T + 2 ) )
S EG ( 5  E G P T +  5 ) =  SEG ( N E X T + 3 )
S E G ( S E G P T + 6 ) = S E G ( N E X T + 4 )
S E G ( S E G P T + 9 ) = S E G ( N E X T + 7 )
SE 3 ( S E G P T + I  0 ) = S E G ( N E X T + 3 )
S E G ( S E G P T + I 2 ) = S E G ( N E X T + 1 I )
GO TO 3 0 5
2 3 3  C A L L  L D R P T ( Y E N D 2 , S E G ( N E X f + 2 ) )
I F  ( Y E N D 2 . G E . 0 )  GO TO 2 3 9  
C A L L  S T R P T ( Y E N D 2 , S E G ( S E G P T + 2 ) )
S E G ( N E X T + 2 ) = 0
S E G ( S E G P T + 5 ) = S E G ( N E X T + 5 )
S E G ( S E G P T + 6 ) = S E G ( N E X T + 6 )
S E G ( S E G P T + 9 ) = S E G ( N E X T + 9 )
S E G ( 3 E G P T + I  0 ) = S E G ( N E X T + 1  0 )
S E O ( S E G P T + I 2 ) = S E G ( N E X T + I  2 )
GO TO 3 0 5  
2 3 9  C A L L  L D R P T ( N E X T , S E G ( N E X T ) )
GO TO 2 3 7  
2 4 1  S E G ( S E G P T + 5 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 3 )
S E G ( S E G P T + 6 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 4 )
C A L L  S T 3 F K - 1  ,  SEG ( S E G P T + 2  ) )
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This page of code performs the updating of the segments. Since 
each segment contains the slope information for both the left and right 
edge, this data is added to the current values of X and Z, giving the 




U)-j X L E F r = S E G (  S E G P T + 3 )
X P I G H T = S E G ( S E G P T + 5 )
I F ( ( .  N O T .  E X T E N D .  O P .  ZS< I ) . N E . O ) . A N D . X L E F T . G E . S A M ( 2  ) )  GO i 'O 3 4  1 
F P J M = - I
C A L L  L D R P T ( S E G X S T , S E 3 ( S E G P T ) )
Z L S F i . ’= S E G (  5 E G P T + 7  )
Z P I 3 H T = 3 E G ( S E G P T + 9 )
C U P D A T E  XL E F T ,  XP I G H T , Z L E F T , Z P I G H T
S E G ( 5 E G P T + 3 ) = S E G ( S E G P r + 3 ) + S E G ( SEGP T + 4 )
S E 3 ( S E G P  i ' +o  ) = S E G (  SEGP T + 5  ) + S E G ( S E G P T +6  )
S E 3 ( S E G P T + 7 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 7 ) + S E G ( S E G P T + 8 )
S E 3 ( S E G P T + 9 ) = S E G ( S E G P T + 9 ) + S E G ( S E G P T + I  0 )
i n t = o
C U P D A T E  Y L E F T  AND Y R I G H T  S C A N  L I N E  C O U N T  
C A L L  L U 0 2 H F  ( S E G P T ,  Y E N D I  ,  Y E N D 2  )
Y E U D I  = Y E N D I  +1 
Y E N D 2 = Y E N D 2 + I
C A L L  S T P 2 H F ( S E G P T + 2 , Y E N D I , Y E N D 2 )
C BACK P O I N T E R S  N E E D E D  ON NErt  L I S T .
3 0 9 1  I X = S E G ( S E G P ! + 3 )
I F ( Y E N D I . G E . O ) I X = S E G ( S E G P T + 5 )
S 2 = 0
S I = S E G L 2
3 0 9 2  I F ( S I . E Q • 0 ) GO T O  3 0 9 4  
I  X I = S E G ( S 1 + 3 )
I F ( S E G ( S 1 + 2 ) . G E . 0 ) 1 X 1 = S E G ( S I + 5 )  - 
I F ( I X . G E . I X I ) GO TO 3 0 9 4  
S 2  = SI
C A L L  L D L P T ( S I , S E G ( S I ) )
GO TO 3 0 9 2  
3 0 9 4  I F ( S 2 . N E . 0 ) S E G ( S E G P T ) = S 2  
C A L L  S T L P T ( S I , S E G ( S E G P T ) )
I F ( S 2 . N E . 0 ) C A L L  S T L P T ( S E G P T , S E G ( S 2 ) )
I F ( S 2 . E Q . 0 ) S E G L 2 =  S E G P T  
I F ( S I . N E . O ) C A L L  S T P P T ( S E G P T , S E G ( S I ) )
I F ( S I . E Q . 0 ) S E G S 2 = S E G P T  




When the program has reached this point, it is ready to perform 
the depth processing on two segments to see which is visible for a span. 
The Z values for the two segments are evaluated at the X left clip point 
and the X right clip point. The program calls ZVALUE to obtain this 
information. If an intersection is determined, then XINTER is called 
to evaluate the point of crossing.
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3 15 C O N T I N U E  
C A D D I T I O N  T I M E  O N E .
I N T S C T = . F A L S E .  -
A 3 L L E = S A M ( I ) . G E . X L E F T  
A 3 R L T = X R  I  G H T .  L T .  SAM ( 2 )
C G E T  X L E F T  C L I P  P O I N T  ;i
X L C L I P = S A M ( I ) i!
I F ( . N Q T . A B L L E ) X L C L I P = X L E F T
J G E T  X R I G H T  C L I P  P O I N T  -  ....................... -
X R C L I P = 5 A M ( 2 )
I F ( A B R L T ) X R C L I P = X R I G H T  
J 0 3 0 X = . F A L S E .
J B G X E S =  T R U E .
I F ( ( Z S ( I ) . E O . O ) . A N D . . N O T . A B L L E ) GO TO 3 3 5  
J B O X E S = . F A L S E .
I F ( ( Z S ( I ) . E O . O ) . A N D . A B L L E ) G O  TO 3 3  I I
3 2 3  C O N T I N U E
C G E T  Z V A L U E S  FOR NErt  AND OLD L I N E S  AT C L I P  P O I N T S  
C A L L  Z V A L U E  
A B8 C K L = Z C L . G E . Z A L  
A B B C K R = Z C R . G E . Z A R  
J O B Q X = A 3 B C K L . A N D . A B B C K R  
C J U M P  I F  A3 BACK ON L E F T  AND R I G H T  
I F ( J O B O X ) GO T O  3 3 5
J I B O X = A B L L E . A N D . . N O T . A  B8C K L . A N D . . N O T . A B B C K R  
C J U MP I F  A3  N O T  BACK ON L E F T  AND R I G H T  
I F ( J I  B O X ) G 3  T O  3 3  I I
J I N T E R = ( A B B C K L . A N D . . N O T . A  B B C K R ) . O R . ( . N O T . A 3 B C K L . A N D . A 3 3 C K W . AN
* D .
I A 3 L L E )
; J U MP  I F  THE TND S U R F A C E S  I N T E R S E C T E D  
I F ( J I N T E R ) G 0  TO 3 2 6  
J B O X E S = . T R U E .  ■
C J B O X E S = . N O T . A B L L E . A N D . . N O T . A B B C K L  BY D E F A U L T
GO TO 3 3 5  
C G E T  T H E  X I N T E R S E C T I O N  P O I N T
3 2 6  C A L L  X I N T E R  .
I N T S C T = . T R U E .
3 3 0  S A M ( 2 ) = X A M X R
S A M ( 3 ) = S A M ( 2 ) / 2 5 6  
S A M ( 4 ) = 0  
E X T E N D = . F A L S E .
I F ( A B B C K R ) G 0  TO 3 3 1 2  •
GO TO 3 3 5
r tL
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The visible span has been determined, and now the program must 
evaluate the next potential visible segment which should be compared. 
When the program has reached label 350, a visible segment is available 
for display. If an intersection is involved, then the procedure will 
display a dot.
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MAKE A ONE ELEMENT BOX. 
m i  11-( ZS ( I ) .NE . 0  . AND. ABRLD  EX TEND=. FALSE . .
I F ( . NOT.A3RLT.AND. .WOT.EXTEND) GO TO 3312
S A'A ( 2 ) =XK I GHT
SAv( (3)=XRIGHT/256
CALL LDLPT(SAM(4) t SEG(SEGPT+6))
5312 ZS(1 )=SEGPT 
Z S ( 2 ) =XLEFT 
Z S ( 3 ) =XRIGHT 
ZS ( 4) =ZLEF I'
Z S ( 5 ) =ZRIGHT 
3 35 CONTINUE
I F ( J 0 8 0 X . AND. .NOT. ( XRIGHT.LE.SA'M 2 ) )) F.XTEND=. FALSE.
I F ( JOBOX .AN D . ( XR IGHT .LE.SAM(2 ) ) )  GO TO 34b 
CALL STRPT(SEGACT,SEG( SEGPT+I ) )
SEGACT=SEGPT
IF ( . NOT.JBOXES)  GO TO 345 
EXTEND=.FALSE.
SA1^ ( 2 ) =XLEFT
SAM( 3 ) =XLErT/256
CALL LDLPT(SAM(4 ) t SEG( SEGPT+4 ))
34^> SEGPT=NEXT
I F ( FROM. EO. 0 ) GO TO 301 
GO TO 304
347 I F ( (SAM( 2 ) . A N D . .N O T .2 6 2 1 4 3 ) . N E . ( XLEFT.AND. . NOT.2 6 2 1 4 3 ) ) G J  TO
** 3 5 0
I F ( SAM( 4 ) * 2 6 2  I 4 4 . NE . ( SHG<SEGPT+4) . AND . . NOT.262 I 43 )) SAM(4)=0
J  OUTPUT SEGMENTS.
3 50 CONTINUE
IF(EXTEND)SEGACT=0
ENOOFSCAN = ( SEGPT.EQ . 0 ) . AND.EXTEND
IF ( .N UT . IH i ' S CT )  GO TO 355
CALL !)R A»W. ( XAMXR , I V )
CALL DRArtV( XAMXR t IY )
AL ■
Since all segment data has been updated to the next scan line, 
it is necessary to evaluate the data for the current scan line by sub­
tracting the slope from the X values. If the X value of the segment 
equals that of the sample point, then subroutine CROSS is called, 
which will update a flag, indicating that the edge is visible for this 
scan line. Subroutine SETLIN will be called if the edge is visible 
for the first time. At this time, the beginning X and Y coordinate 
values of the edge are stored. If the edge is going to exit on the 
next scan line, then it is drawn, since the edge will be deleted oh 
the re-sorting of the segment list. The above procedure is performed 
for both the left and right edges of the segment.
Label 17 through label 15 handle the horizontal edge problem. If 
there are any horizontal edges on the current scan line, then the 
visible segment is checked to see if it has the same polygon which has 
a horizontal edge within the visible span. If so, then the line is 
drawn. Otherwise, the rest of the horizontal edge list for this scan 
line is searched for a match.
Finally, the edges in the segment list are checked to see if they 
were visible on the previous scan line but not this scan line. If so, 
then a line is drawn. The program checks to see if the end of the 
scan line has been reached, and then jumps to either process another 
scan line or get another visible segment.
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iD' i  IF ( Z S ( I ) . E Q . O )  GO TJ 1 *5
UPDATE LEFT EDGE IF V IS IBLE SEGMENT EQUALS THE HEAL SEGMENT.
INC=SEG( Z S ( I ) + 3 ) - S EG (Z S ( I )+4)
I F ( SAM( I ) .NE . INC+I  024)  GO T3 16
IF ( S E G ( Z S (  I ) + l I ) . E Q . O )  CALL SETLIN ( INC,  4 ,  I I , I if)
C DETERMINE IF  THE PREVIOUS LINE AND CURRENT LINE CROSS '
CALL CROSS( I N C , 3 ,  I I , 1 Y)
C CHECK TO SEE IF  LEFT OF SEG WILL EXIT 0N NEXT LINE 
16 I F ( S E G ( Z S ( I ) + 2 ) / 2 6 2 I 4 4 . E Q . 0 )  CALL DRAW( I N C , 4 ,  I 1 , 1Y)
C UPDATE RIGHT EDGE IF V IS IBLE  SEGMENT EQUALS THE REAL SEGMENT.
INC=SEG(ZS( I ) + 5 ) - S EG (Z S ( I )+6 )
I F ( SAM( 2 ) . NE. INC ) GO TO 17
I F ( S EG ( ZS ( I ) + I 2 ) . EQ.0 )  CALL SETLIA ( IN C , 6 , I 2 , 1Y)
C DETERMINE IF  THE PREVIOUS LINE AND CURRENT LINE CROSS 
CALL C R O S S ( I N C ,5 , 1 2 , IY)
J CHECK TO SEE IF RIGHT OF SEG WILL EXIT ON NEXT LINE 
1 /  I F ( ( S E G ( Z S ( l ) + 2 ) . A N D . 2 6 2 1 4 3 ) . EQ.O)  CALL DRAW( I N C , 6 , I 2 , 1Y)
CALL LDRPT( J ,HBUCKY( IY+2 ))
CURLIN=.TRUE.
C ARE THERE HORIZONTAL LINES ON THIS SCANLINE?
13 IF ( J )  GO TO 14
CALL L 0 D2 H F ( J- l , H XL ,H XR )
CALL L0D2HF( J - 2 , POLYP T , J )
- DOES THIS POLYGON HAVE HORIZONTAL LINES
IF ( P O L Y P T . N E .S E G ( Z S ( I )  + l ) / 2 6 2 l 44) GO TO 13 
S A M L= SA M ( I ) / 2 62 144-1 
SAMR=SAM( 2 ) / 2 6 2 144 
C I S  THE LINE IN THE V IS IBLE  SEGMENT REGION?
IF  (SAML.GE.HXR)  GO TO 13 
IF (SAMR.LE.HXL)  GO TO 13 
C DRAW HORIZONTAL LINE
CALL DRAWM( MY MAXO( SAML, HXL) *262  I 4 4 , 1Y-CURLIH)
CALL DRAW V( MYMIN0(SAMR, HXR) *26 2  I 4 4 , 1Y-CURLIN)
GO TO 13
14 CURLIN=.NOT.CURLIN 
J = H 3U C K Y ( I Y + 2 ) / 2 62 144
IF  ( .NUT.CUKLIN)  GO TJ 13 
l b  I F ( .NOT.ENDOFSCAN)G0 TO 281
C BACK POINTER NOT NEEDED NOW.
I F ( SEGL2. NE. 0 ) SEG( SEGL2)=0  
SEGXST=SEGS2
C GO THROUGH ALL SEG BLOCKS TO SEE IF AN EDGE hAS 
C V IS IBLE  JN THE LAST SCAN LINE BUT WAS NOT DISPLAYED.
Z S ( I ) =SEGXST 
40  I F ( Z S ( I ) . E Q . O )  GO TO bO
J CHECK LEFT EDGE
I F ( ( S E G ( Z S ( 1 )+1 I ) . AND .7 ) . E Q . ( ( I Y+2 ) .A N D .7 ))
I CALL DRAW(SEG(ZS(1 ) +3 )- 2 * S E G ( Z S ( 1 ) + 4 ) , 4 , I 1 , IY+1 )
J CHECK RIGHT EDGE
4 1 I F ( ( S E G ( Z S ( I ) + l 2 ) . A N D . 7 ) . E Q . ( ( I Y + 2 ) . A N D . 7 ) )
I CALL DRAW(SEG(ZS(1 )+b) - 2 * S E G ( Z S (1 ) + 6 ) , 6 ,  I 2 , 1Y+ l )
C GET NEXT SEGMENT BLOCK 
42 Z S ( I ) = S E G ( Z S ( I ) ) . AND.262143
GO TO 40 





This picture was processed at 1024 scan line resolution. Quality 
of the picture is greatly enhanced as a result of the increase in -j
resolution. Processing time increased to 23.7 seconds. Notice that 




1600 edge object with and without hidden surface removal at 256 
scan line resolution. Computation time is 16.3 seconds.
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